The recent submission of Google TPU-v3 Pods to the industry wide MLPerf v0.6 training benchmark demonstrates the scalability of a suite of industry relevant ML models. MLPerf defines a suite of models, datasets and rules to follow when benchmarking to ensure results are comparable across hardware, frameworks and companies. Using this suite of models, we discuss the optimizations and techniques including choice of optimizer, spatial partitioning and weight update sharding necessary to scale to 1024 TPU chips. Furthermore, we identify properties of models that make scaling them challenging, such as limited data parallelism and unscaled weights. These optimizations contribute to record performance in transformer, Resnet-50 and SSD in the Google MLPerf-0.6 submission.
Introduction
MLPerf [2] is a machine learning benchmark suite that has gained industry wide support and recognition. Recently, in Jul 2019, the second round of results for the training benchmarks, MLPerf v0.6, were published including submissions from NVIDIA, Intel, Google, Fujitsu and Alibaba. Submissions ranged in size from a machine with 8 accelerators to clusters with over 1000 accelerators using ML frameworks including Tensorflow, Pytorch and MXNet and others. 1 Like systems benchmark suites which have come before it, the MLPerf Benchmark suite is pushing performance forward and our v0.6 MLPerf submission on Google TPU-v3 accelerators showcases the large scale we are able to achieve. MLPerf follows in the footsteps of SPEC [8] and TPCH [3] to create an industry standard benchmark suite for ML systems including accelerators, frameworks and modeling on state of the art ML training tasks. Not only does MLPerf allow for comparisons across frameworks and hardware, but it fundamentally drives understanding and development of ML systems and methodology.
An MLPerf training benchmark involves training a model (e.g. Resnet-50) on a specific dataset (e.g. Imagenet) while following specific methodology for parameters, optimizations, and timing. For v0.6, the MLPerf rules were expanded to enable larger scale of systems to submit to the benchmark. Particular changes included allowing the LARS optimizer for Resnet-50 and a time budget allowing for large scale systems to initialize while also increasing the accuracy requirements for the trained models. MLPerf is still challenging to run at scale, for example the rules require implementations to context switch between training and evaluation every few seconds at large scales which incurs significant overhead not seen in production use cases. MLPERF-0.6 accuracy targets present a significant challenge at scale as increasing the global batch size can reduce the accuracy that can be achieved.
In this paper, we present techniques used to optimize MLPerf benchmark results on the third generation Google Tensor Processing Units (TPU-v3) shown in Figure 1 . The Google TPU-v3 is an ML accelerator designed to accelerate neural network workloads by enabling significant matrix-matrix and matrix-vector compute acceleration on each TPU-v3 chip coupled with 32 GB of high bandwidth memory and 32 MB of scratchpad memory for storing weights and activations, respectively. Each TPU chip has two separate cores. In a TPU-v3 pod ( Figure 2 ), 1024 TPU-v3 chips are interconnected by a custom high throughput 2-D torus interconnect to accelerate remote DMA and global summation operations.
Methods
We present performance optimization techniques to optimize MLPerf 0.6 training time on TPU-v3 pods. We use [6, 7] for all the MLPerf 0.6 benchmarks. The TensorFlow graphs are lowered by the XLA compiler [5] to the cloud TPU-v3 pods. The XLA compiler enables various optimizations like unrolling and pipelining loops and fusion of compute kernels to maximize the execution throughput of the matrix unit [12] on cloud TPU-v3 accelerator cores. We use mixed precision with the bfloat16 precision in all our benchmark runs [1] . To maintain comparable accuracy with 32-bit floating point networks, all non-convolutional operations (e.g. batch normalization, loss computation, gradient summation) use 32-bit floating point numbers. Since the majority of the computational and memory access overheads in MLPerf models are in the convolutional operations, use of bfloat16 enables higher training throughput with minimal or no loss in model accuracy. When the number of examples per TPU accelerator is below a threshold, we use the distributed normalization technique presented in [19] . The TensorFlow runtime on TPU-v3 pods execute the input pipeline to pre-process inputs on host CPUs. We use caching, host to device offload of select TF ops and prefetching [19] to optimize the host input pipeline throughput. In addition, we explore the following optimization techniques to achieve peak scaling on TPU-v3 pods.
Distribute evaluation computation: in a traditional TensorFlow model trained on a cloud TPU-v3 pod, the evaluation job is executed separately on a side card with additional TPU chips. In the MLPerf models, the execution of the evaluation metric can become an Amdahl bottleneck limiting the scalability of the benchmark. We designed a new train and evaluation tight loop that is executed on the TPU accelerators. Both train and evaluation are distributed on all the TPU-v3 pod accelerator cores. The output evaluation metric tensor is computed at the epochs specified in the MLPerf rules. For example, in ResNet-50, the eval metric tensors are computed every 4 epochs. The evaluation metric tensors are used to compute top-1 accuracy published in the training job's standard output. The evaluation dataset is padded with zeros when the evaluation examples is not a multiple of the evaluation batch size. Only output tensors from the TPU cores that have real examples is considered while computing the top-1 accuracy metric.
Optimize gradient summation: we use the 2-D gradient summation technique presented in [19] to aggregate gradients on the TPU-v3 torus network. We observed MLPerf TensorFlow benchmarks with non-contiguous gradient tensors had limited gradient summation throughput. We optimized the 2-D scheme by pipelining gathers from non-contiguous tensors from HBM to on device memory with summation of network packets in the reduction operation. In the broadcast phase the scatters of the result buffers to non-contiguous storage is pipelined with data transfer on the network. This Model parallelism: as the batch sizes are small in some of the MLPerf models, we use model parallelism to enable higher parallelism in those benchmarks. We use the following two model parallelism techniques to achieve higher scaling in the MLPerf benchmarks:
• Spatial Partitioning. In this technique MLPerf computation kernels are partitioned along both batch and spatial dimensions to increase parallelism and enable execution on a larger number of TPU-v3 accelerator cores. Halo exchange communication operations are added to synchronize TPU-v3 cores that execute spatially partitioned workloads ( Figure 3 ). • Weight update sharding. When the number of examples per TPU-v3 accelerator core is small, we observe the optimizer weight update computation results in significant overheads. For example, with ResNet-50 on 2048 TPU-v3 cores, the LARS optimizer weight update overhead is about 6% of the total device step time. In the MLPerf Transformer model, the ADAM optimizer weight update time is about 45% of the step time. So, we distribute the weight update computation across TPU-v3 cores, and then use an optimized all-gather to broadcast the new weights to all the TPU-v3 cores (Figure 4 ).
Benchmark Analysis
In this section, we present case studies for five MLPerf-0.6 benchmarks. In addition to the techniques presented above, we also explore specialized optimizations for these MLPerf models.
ResNet-50: MLPerf uses the ResNet-50 model [10] on the ImageNet-1K [16] dataset to benchmark image classification. ResNet-50 is one of the most widely used models for benchmark ML and MLPerf uses a specific variant of ResNet-50 termed "version 1.5" [9] to indicate a slight modification to the model architecture from the original which is commonly found in practice. In order to scale the ResNet-50 MLPerf benchmark to the 2048 core TPU-v3 pod system, we used batch parallelism along with the distributed evaluation, distributed batch normalization, weight update sharding and gradient summation optimizations.
The MLPerf-0.6 reference for Resnet-50 uses the adaptive learning rate scaling LARS optimizer [20] . It enables training to target accuracy in 72 epochs at batch size 32768. The reference LARS optimizer uses the weight update equation shown in Figure 5 . Here, λ is the learing rate, g is the gradient tensor, w is the weight tensor, β is the weight decay, m is the momentum hyper parameter and is the LARS . coefficient. This LARS optimizer presented in literature [20] uses a weight update equation shown in Figure 6 . Notable difference is that the momentum parameter is scaled by the learning rate in the MLPerf reference. A systematic study of the LARS optimizer is beyond the scope of this paper. However, we find the MLPerf ResNet-50 model converges in 70.6 epochs via the optimizer update equation shown in Figure 6 . Further, tuning the momentum hyper-parameter enables training in only 64 epochs with a record benchmark time of 67.1 seconds. Table 1 summarizes the benchmark times for the MLPerf-0.6 Resnet-50 experiments. Note, tuning the momentum parameter is not permitted by the MLPerf-0.6 submission rules in the closed division category. [15] is one of two object detection models in the MLPerf benchmark; SSD is intended to reflect a simpler and lower latency model for interactive use cases such as in end-point and non-server situations. Notably, SSD uses a pre-trained ResNet-34 backbone as part of the architecture. SSD is trained and evaluated on the COCO dataset [14] .
SSD: Single Shot Detection
Note the computational overhead of the SSD model is small compared with the ResNet-50 model. So, we explore both data and model parallelism to scale SSD to TPU-v3 pods. We use spatial partitioning to parallelize SSD on up to 4 TPU accelerator cores. Achieving high speedup from spatial partitioning is challenging due to the following:
• Higher communication overheads: spatial partitioning results in communication overheads from halo exchange between spatial partitioned neighbors. In addition, it results in all-reduce calls for distributed batch normalization executed on large number of workers. • Load imbalance: In our current XLA implementation of spatial partitioning, some TF operations are not sharded and executed on spatial worker 0 resulting in a load-imbalance. • Relatively small spatial dimensions: The spatial dimensions in SSD is decreased from 300x300 in the first layer to 1x1 in the last layer. The deeper layers of SSD have smaller spatial dimensions and larger feature dimensions. This results in limited parallelism from spatial partitioning of the deeper layers.
Mask-RCNN [11] is the more complex of the two object detection benchmarks in MLPerf. Besides object detection, Mask-RCNN also performs instance segmentation, which assigns a semantic label as well as an instance index to each pixel in the image. Unlike SSD, which is a one stage detector, Mask-RCNN has two stages: one for proposing instance candidates and the other for fine-tuning the proposals. Also, Mask-RCNN uses a larger image size than SSD even though they both train in the COCO dataset. Furthermore, Mask-RCNN uses a Resnet-50 backbone plus Feature Pyramid Network contrasted with SSD's use of Resnet-34. Scaling Mask-RCNN is particularly challenging as this model did not converge to the target evaluation accuracy on a global batch size larger than 128. This prevents Mask-RCNN from scaling to a large number of cores beyond 128 by just reducing per-core batch size. We use a combination of data and model parallelism to scale Mask-RCNN beyond 64 TPU cores. We use spatial partitioning to to parallelize the first stage of Mask-RCNN. In the second stage, we apply graph partitioning by placing independent ops on up to four different cores.
Transformer [17] represents state-of-the-art language translation in the MLPerf suite and is one of two translation models. Trained on the WMT English to German dataset [4], Transformer uses an attention-based model which differentiates it from the other language model in MLPerf, GNMT.
To scale Transformer to a full TPU-v3 pod, we used data parallelism along with the distributed and in-memory evaluation, weight update sharding, and gradient summation optimizations. We use a global batch size of 2048 (batch 1 per core), that is dramatically higher than the reference default batch size. To enable large batch training [13] , we tuned hyper parameters to reduce the number of epochs to convergence. We found increasing the learning rate and tuning warmup steps insufficient to train the transformer model with a large batch size. In addition, the beta1 and beta2 hyper parameters of the Adam optimizer had to be tuned along with a lower learning rate to converge the MLPerf Transformer model to the target accuracy.
As transformers typically have attention layers that are large fully connected layers, they have significantly higher number of parameter weights. Moreover, the overhead of weight updates in distributed training is significant. The weight update sharding technique in the XLA compiler solves this by reducing the overhead weight update operation. The fast 2-D gradient summation technique optimizes gradient aggregation throughput on the TPU-v3 pods.
As the training time becomes smaller on large TPU pod slices, we observed the eval and infrastructure overheads dominate the end-to-end convergence time. To reduce infrastructure overheads, distributed and in-memory evaluation and nested train-and-eval loop techniques are adopted. Further, redundant gather operations are removed from the model. Bfloat16 mixed precision is used to reduce the memory pressure from matrix multiplication operations. In addition, the maximum sequence length is reduced from 256 to 97 to reduce evaluation overheads on TPU cores. Note, 97 is the length of the largest example in the evaluation dataset.
GNMT [18] is the other language translation benchmarks in MLPerf that is differentiated by its use of recurrent neural network (RNN). While GNMT achieves a lower target accuracy than Transformer, the use of a RNN may allow the performance insights to other RNN models that are generally used by machine learning community. Like Transformer, GNMT uses WMT English to German for training and evaluation.
The most expensive computation of GNMT is the gate function computation in the cell function of the RNN loop. GNMT uses standard LSTM cells, which concatenate the input feature and the hidden state of the previous step, and perform dot-product on the concatenated feature to produce the 4096 output features. For the first uni-directional layer in encoder, the output of the bidirectional layers are concatenated to form the input. For the decoder layers, attention feature is also concatenated with the previous layer's output to form the input.
Each RNN layer iterates until all sequence non-padded tokens have been processed with the entire batch. Because of synchronous training, each training step will wait until the longest sequence to finish before the gradient can be accumulated across all workers. To achieve good load-balance, we use a window based bucketization scheme to ensure that the sequences in each batch have similar length. For multi-host training, global bucketization is enabled by using a single host to produce the input for all workers. This is only possible because the GNMT inputs are small and preprocessing is inexpensive. However, when scaling to very large systems where we have 1024 workers, the single host input pipeline becomes the bottleneck. We use a round-robin algorithm to distribute the input pipeline to multiple hosts to parallelize the workload while maintaining good load balance.
When the per-core batch_size is small, the LSTM cell computation is memory bound. As the largest converging global batch_size is fixed, per-core batch_size is small on a large scale system. Minimizing the input_feature is an effective solution to reduce the memory bandwidth requirements for this model. In an LSTM based RNN loop, the previous step's hidden state is the next step's input to form a loop carried dependency. But the projection on the input feature can happen in parallel. So we hoisted the input feature projection out of the RNN loop so that we can process many step's input features in parallel to maximize the effective batch size. Inside the RNN loop, we only do projection on hidden state, the output of which is added to the projected input to derive the output. This optimization is mathematically equivalent with the traditional LSTM, but much more efficient for small per-core batch_size. For the backward path, we do similar optimization to move the gradient computation part out of the RNN loop. Instead of computing gradient for every time step and accumulate it inside the loop, we save the input to an array of full time range and only update this array inside the RNN loop. After the RNN loop finishes, we compute the accumulated gradients all at once to maximize the effective batch size. Figure 7 shows the batch sizes used in the Google MLPerf-0.6 submissions. Note, with the exception of ResNet-50, in all other MLPerf-0.6 models batch size only increases two times or less. In the Figure 10 : Speedup with model parallelism absence of batch parallelism, it is challenging to scale ML workloads to a large number of accelerator cores. In addition, we find the number of epochs to converge the model to target accuracy increases for larger batch sizes. A comparison number of epochs to converge vs batch size for the MLPerf modes is presented in Figure 8 . For example, in SSD, we need 22% more epochs to reach target accuracy or mAP 0.23 for SSD when increasing batch size from 256 to 1024 and an additional 27% more epochs at batch size 2048. Figure 9 presents completion times for the five MLPerf benchmarks. In ResNet-50, GNMT and transformer we use data parallelism, while in SSD and Mask-RCNN use both data and model parallelism to achieve the largest scale. With the SSD model, we achieve a speedup of 1.6x on 4 TPU accelerator cores with model-parallelism ( Figure 10 ), enabling scaling to 2048 TPU cores. With Mask-RCNN on 128 and 256 cores, model parallelism is enabled across 2 and 4 cores, respectively. Speedup from model parallelism in Mask-RCNN is also shown in Figure 10 .
Results
Although the MLPerf benchmarks are batch limited, the techniques presented in this paper enable strong scaling to 2048 TPU-v3 cores. The Google MLPerf-0.6 submissions report record performance for the ResNet-50, SSD and Transformer benchmarks in closed division category.
Future Work
Given that MLPerf is a recent benchmark suite (less than 2 years old) and the Google TPU is still a relatively new hardware accelerator, we believe there is significant work in this space. MLPerf will continue to evolve and grow as a benchmark to reflect state-of-the-art in the industry. There will still be significant work to understand large scale models using TPU-v3 Pods by refining model parallelism techniques and continuing to leverage compiler based optimizers such as XLA.
MLPerf will continue to see significant evolution in models and datasets. While a recommendation task, such as Neural Collaborative Filtering (NCF), was absent from MLPerf-0.6, there is ongoing work to bring a recommendation model into the MLPerf suite. Furthermore, a speech model and dataset, such as speech-to-text, is a likely future addition to MLPerf. We look forward to showing TPU's scalability on an even more diverse set of models in the future.
